
General Knowledge 

 

1. Which country contains the largest English-Speaking population in the world? 

a. England  b. United States  c. China  d. India   e. Australia  

 

2. Where is the Pizza originally from? 

a. Mexico  b. France c. the united states   d. Italy  e. Thailand 

 

3. Which of the following is probably the most widely used English word throughout the world? 

a. Dollar b. okay  c. internet d. movie  

       

4. Which word in the following is Nationality? 

a. Japan b. Spain  c. Italy   d. Russian  e. Vietnam 

   

5. Which word in the following is Country? 

a. Polish  b Chinese  c. American  d. Australian e. Spain 

 

6. Which one is the currency of Indian? 

a. Peso  b. dollar  c. rouble  d. rupee  e. Yen    

   

7. Which nationality of the Delta Goodrem is? 

a. Japan  b. Brazil  c. Australian  d. Chinese  e. Polish 

 

8. Which is the currency of Malaysian? 

a. Kyat  b. peso   c. dollar  d. dong  

 

9. What is the currency of Singapore? 

a. Pound b. Euro   c. dollar  d. Rupiah  

 

10. Which of these companies is Korean? 

a. Honda  b. Samsung  c. google  d. Toyota  

   

11. Which of these companies is British? 

a. Facebook  b. Coca Cola c. M & S  d. amazon  

 



 

12.  What is the logo of this brand? 

 

a. Adidas   b. Sony   c. Shark   d. lACOSTE  

 

13. What is the name of logo below? 

 

 

 

 

14. Lava International is a mobile phone company based in  

a. China   b. South Korea  c. Taiwan  d. India 

 

15. What is the name of this logo below? 

 

16. Qantas Airlines is based in which country? 

 

a. Russia   b. Australia        c. Germany              d. France 

 

17. Volkswagen is a company based in - 

a. Germany.  b. Sweden   c. France d. Russia 

18. Peugeot is a car manufacturing company with its headquarters in 

a. France  b. Italy.    c. Germany   d. Sweden 

19. The headquarters of Amazon company are located in – 

a. California  b. Seattle   c. New York   d. Detroit 

20. In which country is the United Nations located? 

 

a) Germany          b. the United Kingdom  c. Japan d.  d. the United States 



 

21. Which of the following countries has the smallest population? 

 

a) Iceland     b) Singapore      c) Mexico   d) Yemen  

 

22. Which of these countries does NOT have a coast? 

a) Mongolia   b) Peru   c) Poland   d) Turkey  

 

23. Which of the following countries is the largest in size? 

a) Brazil  b) Canada   c) China   d) Russia  

 

24. Which of the following countries is the largest in size? 

a. Brazil  b. Canada   c. China   d. Russia  

 

25. Which country’s flag has a picture of a tree on it?  

a) Canada   b) Greece   c) Lebanon   d) Ireland  

26. Who is the author of Romeo and Juliet? 

      a.  Mark Twain b.  Charles Dickens c. William Shakespeare  d. Edgar Allan Poe 	 

 


